
Agenda Report 

TO: CITY COUNCIL DATE: July 17, 2006 
THROUGH: FINANCE COMMITTEE 

FROM: PASADENA CENTER OPERATING COMPANY 

SUBJECT: APPROVAL OF THE PASADENA CONFERENCE CENTER EXPANSION 
PROJECT AND FINANCING PLAN AND AWARD OF CONTRACTS TO 
CLARK CONSTRUCTION GROUP, DMJM, FENTRESS BRADBURN AND 
TWINING LABORATORIES FOR SERVICES RELATED TO THE 
CONFERENCE CENTER EXPANSION. 

RECOMMENDATION 

It is recommended that the City Council: 

1. Approve the Pasadena Conference Center Expansion Project including program, 
design and budget. 

2. Approve the Pasadena Conference Center Expansion financing plan and direct staff 
to develop all documentation related to the issuance of financing for the project. 

3. Accept the bid dated May 4, 2006 submitted by Clark Construction Group-California, 
LP, in response to the Specifications for the expansion of the Pasadena Center; 

4. Authorize a contract with Clark Construction Group-California, LP, for an amount not- 
to-exceed $121,643,000.00, contingent upon successful completion of project 
financing; 

5. Amend the fiscal year 2007 Capital Improvement Program Budget by increasing 
appropriations to the Conference Center Expansion Project by $142,492,117.00. 

6. Authorize the PCOC to enter into Agreements with Daniel, Mann, Johnson, 
Mendenhall for an amount not to exceed $3,200,000.00 for program and construction 
management services and with Fentress Bradburn Architects for an amount not to 
exceed $2,148,670.00 for architectural design services and Twining Laboratories for 
an amount not to exceed $900,000.00 for inspection and testing services. The 
proposed contracts are exempt from competitive bidding pursuant to City Charter 
section 1002(f) contracts for professional or unique services. 
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BACKGROUND 

The Pasadena Conference Center was constructed in 1973 adjacent to the historic Civic 
Auditorium. The Conference Center consists of a subterranean 32,000 sq. ft. exhibit building 
located to the west of the auditorium and a 28,000 sq. ft. conference building located to the 
east of the auditorium. The buildings are connected by a subterranean tunnel which runs 
beneath the auditorium. The current facilities have many deficiencies including an 
undersized, non-divisible exhibit hall, lack of larger meeting space to host large concurrent 
sessions, no ballroom space for meal functions or general sessions, undersized remotely 
located kitchen, and inadequate loading and service facilities. 

The mission of Conference Center is to attract visitors to Pasadena for meetings and 
conventions that will generate economic impact for the community.'~hat economic impact 
comes in the form of visitor spending in hotels, restaurants, retail stores and attractions. 
This spending generates Transient Occupancy Tax and incremental sales tax for the City's 
general fund and supports jobs and overall economic prosperity. 

The Pasadena Conference Center has historically attracted lower rated "SMERF" (Social, 
Military, Educational, Religious and Fraternal) groups to the convention facilities. These 
groups have the lowest demands as far as facility amenities. They also require low hotel 
room rates and generate minimal revenue for the facility. In the past, these groups were 
compatible with Pasadena's hotel product and other destination amenities 

With the extensive development that has taken place in Pasadena over the last several 
years including the emergence of Old Pasadena the Playhouse District and South Lake as 
premium shopping and dining destinations, the development of Paseo Colorado and the 
substantial investment made in upgrading our hotel properties, Pasadena has become a 
highly desirable destination with premium hotels, dining, attractions and cultural institutions. 
The quality of the center is not consistent with the quality of the rest of Pasadena. The 
"SMERF" groups, which have historically been our primary market, are no longer a match 
for Pasadena. The hotels are unable to accommodate the low rates required by these 
groups. The groups don't provide the necessary facility revenue to off-set rising operating 
costs and they do not provide the highest financial impact to Pasadena's economy. 
Because we are no longer able to attract these groups, our long-term business has greatly 
reduced and the hotels are reliant on short-term transient business that is susceptible to 
impact from economic cycles and the center is reliant on short-term, local business that 
provides the least positive economic impact to the city. 

The target market for Pasadena has become the "Professional Association" and "Corporate" 
market. Attendees at these events are willing to pay higher room rates at the hotels and 
they typically generate economic impact in the community that is 50% higher than "SMERF" 
groups. These groups also generate significantly higher revenues at the center both through 
facility rental and ancillary revenues such as food and beverage sales, and fees for audis- 
visual, communications and electrical services. When comparing the actual facility revenues 
of $30,750 from a 'SMERF" group that was hosted in Pasadena to the projected revenues 
of $306,025 from a corporate group that was not able to come to Pasadena because we did 



not have a ballroom, facility revenues were approximately 10 times higher for the corporate 
group. These groups see Pasadena as a desirable destination and would like to hold events 
here. Unfortunately, our center does not meet their requirements in space, amenities or 
design. In order to attract these events we must upgrade our facilities to the standards of 
the industry and provide a center that is competitive in the marketplace. 

Proiect Outline 

The PCOC has developed a convention center program supported by research completed 
by our feasibility and market consultant and design assisted by input from the community. 
The planned expansion includes a 60,000 sq. fi. exhibit hall divisible into two sections and a 
25,000 sq. fi. ballroom divisible into 8 sections at street level on the west side of the Civic 
Auditorium. The spaces are adjacent to each other and can be combined to create a single 
space of 85,000 sq. fi. The exhibit hall and ballroom are wrapped by pre-function and lobby 
area in order to accommodate registration and other necessary services. The exhibit hall 
and ballroom will be supported by a new subterranean loadinglparking area that includes 7 
dock slips and space for the largest trucks to maneuver. A new 7500 sq. fi. kitchen will also 
be constructed on the lower level. The loading and kitchen area will be connected to the 
exhibit hall and ballroom by 5 service elevators. The existing conference building on the 
east side of the Civic auditorium will be retained and a suite of administrative offices will be 
added to the building along the Green St. and Euclid Ave. frontage. The exterior design, 
which was developed through an inclusive community based process, is historically 
referenced and is complimentary to the existing civic auditorium by using similar materials 
and colors. The plaza area in front of the Civic Auditorium will be restored to its original 
1931 configuration and will be flanked by prominent entry lobbies to the exhibit halllballroom 
building on the west and the conference building on the east. One level of parking will be 
added to the east side of the project, south of the conference building, by using the existing 
plaza level slab. 

On December 13,2004, the City Council certified the adequacy of the Pasadena 
Conference Center Expansion Project Environmental Impact Report (EIR) and approved the 
De Minimis Impact Finding on the State Fish and Wildlife Habitat and directed the City Clerk 
to file a Notice of Determination with the Los Angeles County Recorder. 

Feasibility and Market Study 

The PCOC commissioned Conventions, Sports and Leisure (CSL), a recognized industry 
leader, to conduct a market analysis and feasibility study for the expansion project. The CSL 
study, which was updated in November of 2005, verified the demand for an expanded 
convention facility in Pasadena and validated the planned facility program and size. CSL 
also developed a proforma recording historic event levels and financial performance and 
projecting future event levels and financial performance for an expanded facility. The basis 
for future revenue projections is event levels by type on an annual basis. Total event levels 
are projected to remain consistent with current levels in the first year of operation, with a 
gradual increase over subsequent years. The proforma was developed with a focus on 
being conservative with future projections in order to maintain revenues at reasonable and 



achievable levels. The proforma conservatively projects increased operating revenue for the 
convention center of approximately $1.2 million in the first full Fiscal year of operation from 
an expanded convention center, compared to Fiscal Year 2005 (the last completed fiscal 
year). Considering that the expansion is nearly doubling leasable space from the existing 
facility, the growth is reasonable. When compared on a revenue generated per sq. ft. of 
leasable space basis, revenues are also reasonable with a projected revenue per sq. f?. of 
$26.19 per sq.fi. in the first year of expanded facility operations compared to $28.38 per 
sq.ft in actual revenue for fiscal year 2005. Non-operating revenues are also projected 
conservatively with TOT and TBlD growth projected at a 3.5% annual growth compared to 
the 13.5% average annual growth that has been experienced since 1976. 

The proforma also includes the proceeds from the Tourism Business Improvement District, 
which is an assessment district including all of the hotels and motels in Pasadena. Revenue 
is generated by an assessment on all room revenue. The revenue generated by the 
assessment is used to fund destination marketing efforts freeing up other revenues to be 
used for debt service. The TBlD has been in place since March of 2003.The assessment 
level was increased to 2.89% effective July I ,  2006 in order to support the expansion 
project. The TBlD is projected to generate over $2 million annually. 

The proforma also reflects the return of the PCOC share of the Westin TOT (approximately 
$1.2 million) in Fiscal Year 2014 due to the retirement of the Plaza Las Fuentes Garage 
Bonds and the return of $440,000.00 PCOC share of TOT due to the retirement of a 
renovation loan from the City. 

The proforma includes projected operating expenses for the expanded facility as well as an 
average annual capital investment of $640,000 over the 30 years with nearly $2 million 
budgeted for the renovation of the historic ballroom in 2008. 

Bid Process 

On February 9, 2006 two bids were received in response to the notice inviting bids for 
expansion of the center. The bids were as follows: 

Clark Construction $ 131,855,000.00 
Turner Construction $ 1 57,389,000.00 

These bids exceeded the estimated costs of the project considerably. The escalation in 
cost can be attributed to the significant increase in the cost of construction projects. In an 
effort to reduce the cost of the project, on April 3, 2006, the City Council rejected all bids 
and authorized staff to modify the project to reduce scope and cost and re-bid the project. 

On May 4, 2006 a single responsive bid, that of Clark Construction, was received in 
response to the revised specification. The bid amount was $121,957,000.00. Clark has 
agreed to extend the bid from the original date of June 18, 2006 by another 30 days until 
July 19, 2006, and has agreed to limit the cost for any escalation due to increases in the 
costs of commodities or services to $300,000. The PCOC Board recommends accepting 



this bid along with deductive alternates 1 and 2 for a net cost of $121,643,000.00 contingent 
upon successful completion of project financing. 

Contract Approvals 

Fentress Bradburn Architects was selected as the architectural design firm through a 
competitive selection process in compliance with Government Code Section 4526. Their 
original scope of work included all services through the completion of construction of the 
project. Only services through the completion of design and bid documents were previously 
contracted. The remaining fee of $2,148,670 represents the services for construction 
administration not previously contracted. 

DMJM was selected through a competitive selection process, in compliance with 
Government Code Section 4526, to perform program and construction management 
services for the project. Their original scope of work included all services through the 
completion of construction of the project. Only services through the completion of design 
and bid were previously contracted. The remaining fee of $3.2 million represents the 
services for construction management not previously contracted. 

Twining Laboratories was selected through a competitive selection process, in compliance 
with Government Code Section 4526, to perform inspection and testing services during the 
construction phase of the expansion project. The fee of $900,000 represents the costs for 
these services. 

Proiect Budget 

The overall budget for the project, including construction costs, construction contingency, 
furnishings and equipment, architectural, construction management, and inspection 
services, City of Pasadena fees and the $2 million PCOC commitment towards relocation of 
the ice rink from the historic ballroom to another location in the city (see below). 

I I NET Project I 

l ~ r s ~ r a r n  / Construction Management I S 3.200.000 1 

Construction Costs 
Construction Contingency (1) 
Furnishings and Equipment 
Design Fee (Including Consultants) ( 2 )  

$ 12 1,643,000 
$ 9,122,432 
$ 950,000 
$ 2,148,670 

I - - 3 -  - >  - - 

[lce Rink Relocation I $ 2,000,000 
TOTAL BUDGET $ 142,492,l 1 7 

Inspection Services 
City of Pasadena Fees 
Public Art Investment 

(1) 7.5% contingency 
(2) Overall costs minus projected pre-development expenditures 

. - - -  

$ 900000  
$ 1,3 1 1,585 
$ 1.2 16.430 



Financing Plan 

Working closely with the city's Finance Department a funding plan for the expansion of the 
Pasadena Conference Center has been developed which is tailored to the level of current 
and anticipated revenues of the PCOC and seeks to minimize exposure to the city's General 
Fund. 

Staff proposes to finance the project through the issuance of Lease Revenue Bonds or 
Certificates of Participation (COPs). The city has issued several series of COPs since the 
mid-1980s. The City's obligation to pay principal and interest on the COPs will be insured 
by a municipal bond insurer with a AAA rating, therefore the bonds will carry the highest 
rating available. 

COPs are structured as a lease. The payments the city makes that are used to pay principal 
and interest to investors are structured as lease payments from the city for the use and 
occupancy of certain municipal facilities. In general, the value of the leased assets must 
equal or exceed the amount of outstanding COPs. As COPs are paid down over time, or 
the value of the City's assets increases, the assets can become more valuable than 
necessary given the amount of COPs outstanding. 

The City's debt service payments will be customized to be 80% of the Conference Center's 
annual net income, therefore, providing approximately 120% debt service coverage ratio for 
the life of the COPs. Rather than issuing conventional fixed rate COPs, the City will issue 
Capital Appreciation Bonds for $30 million and create a "synthetic" fixed interest rate 
obligation for the remaining $135 million of the bond issue through a two-step process. 

As a first step, the City will issue variable rate COPs for approximately $1 35 million of the 
issue size. These are securities on which the interest rate changes weekly depending on 
movements of short-term interest rates. The City has issued such securities for Plaza Las 
Fuentes garage, the Rose Bowl and the Paseo Colorado garage. 

The second step will be to enter into an interest rate swap which will convert the City's 
variable rate debt to a fixed interest rate obligation. The interest rate swap will be an 
agreement between the City and a swap provider, usually a large bank or insurance 
company. Under the swap, the City will make a fixed interest rate payment to the swap 
provider and receive a variable rate payment that equals the City's obligation on the variable 
rate portion of the bonds. The net effect will be to create a fixed rate payment obligation for 
the City. 

The reason to do this rather than issue a fixed rate COPs is that this "synthetic" fixed rate 
structure results in a much lower interest rate given today's interest rate market. The 
savings are expected to be about one half of a percentage point (0.5%). Over the life of the 
COPs, that will save the City in excess of $20 Million. 



Debt Service Repayment 

The projected debt service has been included in the project proforma (see attached). The 
proforma demonstrates that debt service repayment will be accomplished from net annual 
revenue generated through center operations, interest income earned on reserve funds and 
TOT and TBlD collections. TOT and TBlD collections account for approximately two thirds 
of annual revenue and exceed the debt service amounts each year. The annual revenue 
allows a coverage rate of approximately 120% annual revenue versus debt service. The 
20% coverage equals over $1 million in Fiscal Year 201 0, the first full year of debt service 
payments and increases proportionally with the growth of debt service payments throughout 
the term of the bonds. This amount of coverage protects the PCOC's cash reserves and the 
City's general fund and from being impacted even if revenues fall below projected levels. 
For example, if the convention center revenue levels fell 30% below projected levels, which 
would put revenues near the same level as Fiscal Year 2005, debt service could still be paid 
out of annual operating revenues. In addition to the annual revenues, a substantial reserve 
fund is maintained throughout the term of the bonds. The reserve is projected to be at $14.1 
million by 201 0 the first year of full debt service payments and will grow throughout the term 
of the bonds allowing for appropriate capital repairs and reinvestment in future 
improvements of the facilities. 

Fiscal Impact 

If the project and financing plan is approved, the City of Pasadena will issue $165,063,206 
in Certificates of Participation with a 30 year term. Debt service payments will be made by 
the PCOC out of projected PCOC annual net operating funds with no contribution from the 
City's general fund anticipated. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

pcA$ w 
Michael Ross 
Chief Executive Officer 
























